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The countdown is on as the major rail show Rolling Stock Networking (RSN) returns to Derby in September.
There will be more than 140 rail exhibitors at the Derby Arena on September 30.

Alstom UK, CAF, Stadler, Vivarail and Gemini Rail are among the tier one exhibitors, alongside leading
consultancies Capgemini Rail, Mott Macdonald and AEGIS.

They will be alongside equipment suppliers such as Infodev EDI, DC Airco, LPA Group and infrastructure
and depot equipment companies Cairn Cross, Depot Rail and Totalkare – to name but a few.

With the exhibition space full, registration to attend for free is now open, with organisers encouraging
visitors to register in advance to ensure quick access on the day – particularly with visitor numbers
expected to be high.

Click here to register.

Keven Parker, Lead Sponsor of RSN, said: “Excitement is building and we can’t wait to be back in Derby –
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the natural centre of the railway industry – with a wealth of companies showcasing their products and
services.

“The show will be one of the earliest opportunities to re-kindle contacts, meet with industry colleagues,
promote products and services and seek new opportunities.”

RSN focusses specifically on passenger and freight rolling stock, technical
enhancements, train depot infrastructure and equipment, ancillary services and the rail supply chain.

As well as more than 140 rail exhibitors, the event will also feature the RSN Expo, railbusinessdaily.com
Conference, Railway Industry Association Meet the Buyer and the AEGIS Technical Seminar.

David McLoughlin, CEO of the BusinessDailyGroup, media partner and organisers of the railbusinessdaily
Conference, said: “We are delighted to be involved with RSN, particularly this year as the rail industry
leads the way in building back better as lockdown restrictions are lifted.

“As well as a superb platform to network, there will be some great speakers taking to the stages
throughout the day making it a must not miss event.”

Visit https://www.rsnevents.co.uk/ for more details. Click here to register.
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